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Abstract. We study optimization versions of Graph Isomorphism. Given
two graphs G1 , G2 , we are interested in finding a bijection π from V (G1 )
to V (G2 ) that maximizes the number of matches (edges mapped to
edges or non-edges mapped to non-edges). We give an nO(log n) time
approximation scheme that for any constant factor α < 1, computes an
α-approximation. We prove this by combining the nO(log n) time additive
error approximation algorithm of Arora et al. [Math. Program., 92, 2002]
with a simple averaging algorithm. We also consider the corresponding
minimization problem (of mismatches) and prove that it is NP-hard to
α-approximate for any constant factor α. Further, we show that it is
also NP-hard to approximate the maximum number of edges mapped to
edges beyond a factor of 0.94.
We also explore these optimization problems for bounded color class
graphs which is a well studied tractable special case of Graph Isomorphism. Surprisingly, the bounded color class case turns out to be harder
than the uncolored case in the approximate setting.
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Introduction

The graph isomorphism problem (GI for short) is a well-studied computational
problem: Formally, given two graphs G1 and G2 on n vertices, decide if there
exists a bijection π : V (G1 ) → V (G2 ) such that (u, v) ∈ E1 iff (π(u), π(v)) ∈ E2 .
It remains one of the few problems that are unlikely to be NP-complete and for
which no polynomial time algorithm is known.
Though the fastest√known graph isomorphism algorithm for general graphs
has running time 2O( n log n) [6], polynomial-time algorithms are known for
many interesting subclasses, e.g. bounded degree graphs [19], bounded genus
graphs [21], and bounded eigenvalue multiplicity graphs [5].
Motivation and Related Work. In this paper we study a natural optimization problem corresponding to the graph isomorphism problem where the objective is to compute a bijection that maximizes the number of edges getting
?
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mapped to edges and non-edges getting mapped to non-edges. The main motivation for this study is to explore if approximate isomorphisms can be computed
efficiently, given that the best
√ known algorithm for computing exact isomorphisms has running time 2O( n log n) . The starting point of our investigation is a
well-known article of Arora, Frieze and Kaplan [2] in which they study approximation algorithms for a quadratic assignment problem based on randomized
rounding. Among the various problems they study, they also observe that approximate graph isomorphisms between n vertex graphs can be computed up
2
to additive error εn2 in time nO(log n/ε ) . We show that this algorithm can be
modified to obtain a multiplicative error approximation scheme for the problem.
However, when we consider other variants of approximate graph isomorphism,
they turn out to be much harder algorithmically.
To the best of our knowledge, the only previous theoretical study of approximate graph isomorphism is this work of Arora, Frieze and Kaplan [2]. However,
the problem of approximate isomorphism and more general notions of graph
similarity and graph matching has been studied for several years by the pattern
matching community; see e.g. the survey article [8]. That line of research is not
really theoretical. It is based on heuristics that are experimentally studied without rigorous proofs of approximation guarantees. Similarly, the general problem
of graph edit distance [10] also encompasses approximate graph isomorphism.
Both graph matchings and graph edit distance give rise to a variety of natural
computational problems that are well studied.
Optimization versions of graph isomorphism. Let G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and
G2 = (V2 , E2 ) be two input graphs on the same number n of vertices. We consider
the following optimization problems:
– Max-EGI: Given G1 , G2 , find a bijection π : V1 → V2 that maximizes the
number of matched edges, i.e., me(π) = k{(u, v) ∈ E1 | (π(u), π(v)) ∈ E2 }k.
– Max-PGI: Given G1 , G2 , find a bijection π : V1 → V2 that maximizes matched
vertex pairs, i.e., mp(π) = me(π) + k{(u, v) ∈
/ E1 | (π(u), π(v)) ∈
/ E2 }k.
– Min-EGI: Given G1 , G2 , find a bijection π : V1 → V2 that minimizes mis/ E2 }k.
matched edges, i.e., me(π) = k{(u, v) ∈ E1 | (π(u), π(v)) ∈
– Min-PGI: Given G1 , G2 , find a bijection π : V1 → V2 that minimizes mis/ E1 | (π(u), π(v)) ∈ E2 }k.
matched pairs, i.e., mp(π) = me(π) + k{(u, v) ∈
As mentioned above, Max-PGI was studied before in [2]. Max-EGI can also be
viewed as an optimization variantof subgraph isomorphism.
Clearly, mp(π) + mp(π) = n2 and me(π) + me(π) = kE1 k. Thus solving
one of the maximization problems with additive error is equivalent to solving
the corresponding minimization problem with the same additive error. However,
the minimization problems behave differently for multiplicative factor approximations, so we study them separately.
Bounded color class graph isomorphism. A natural restriction of GI is to
vertex-colored graphs (G1 , G2 ) where V (G1 ) = C1 ∪· C2 ∪· . . . ∪· Cm and
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V (G2 ) = C10 ∪· C20 ∪· . . . ∪· Cm
, and Ci , Ci0 contain the vertices of G1 and G2 ,
respectively, that are colored i. The problem is to compute a color-preserving
isomorphism π between G1 and G2 , i.e., an isomorphism π such that for any vertex u, u and π(u) have the same color. The bounded color-class version GIk of GI
consists of instances such that kCi k = kCi0 k ≤ k for all i. For GIk , randomized [4]
and deterministic [9] polynomial time algorithms are known.
It is, therefore, natural to study the optimization problems defined above in
the setting of vertex-colored graphs where the objective function is optimized
over all color-preserving bijections π : V1 → V2 . We denote these problems as
Max-PGIk , Max-EGIk , Min-PGIk and Min-EGIk , where k is a bound on the number
of vertices having the same color.

Overview of the results. We first recall the notion of an α-approximation
algorithm for an optimization problem. We call an algorithm A for a maximization problem an α-approximation algorithm, where α < 1, if given an instance I
of the problem with an optimum OPT(I), A outputs a solution with value A(I)
such that A(I) ≥ αOPT(I). Similarly, for a minimization problem, we say B
is a β-approximation algorithm for β > 1, if for any instance I of the problem with an optimum OPT(I), B outputs a solution with value B(I) such that
B(I) ≤ βOPT(I).
Theorem 1. For any constant α < 1, there is an α-approximation algorithm
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for Max-PGI running in time nO(log n/(1−α) ) .
We obtain the α-approximation algorithm for Max-PGI by combining the
nO(log n) time additive error algorithm of [2] with a simple averaging algorithm.
Next we consider the Max-EGI problem. Langberg et al. [17] proved that
there is no polynomial-time (1/2+ε)-approximation algorithm for the Maximum
Graph Homomorphism problem for any constant ε > 0 assuming that a certain
refutation problem has average-case hardness (for the definition and details of
this assumption we refer the reader to [17]). We give a factor-preserving reduction
from the Maximum Graph Homomorphism problem to Max-EGI thus obtaining
the following result.
Theorem 2. There is no ( 21 + ε)-approximation algorithm for Max-EGI for any
constant ε > 0 under the same average-case hardness assumption of [17].
We observe that unlike in the case of GIk , where polynomial time algorithms
are known [4,9,20], in the optimization setting, these problems are computationally harder. We prove the following theorem by giving a factor-preserving
reduction from Max-2Lin-2 (e.g. see [16]) to Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk .
Theorem 3. For any k ≥ 2, Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk are NP-hard to approximate beyond a factor of 0.94.
Since, assuming the Unique Games Conjecture (UGC for short) of Khot [15],
it is NP-hard to approximate Max-2Lin-2 beyond a factor of 0.878 [16], the same
3

bound holds under UGC for Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk by the same reduction. Since
Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk are easily seen to be instances of generalized 2CSP, they
have constant factor approximation algorithms, for a constant factor depending
on k. In fact, it turns out that Max-EGI2 and Max-PGI2 are tightly classified by
Max-2Lin-2 with almost matching upper and lower bounds (details are given in
Section 2). However, we do not know of similar gap-preserving reductions from
general unique games (with alphabet size more than 2) to Max-PGIk or Max-EGIk
for larger values of k.
The following results show that the complexity of Min-PGI and Min-EGI is
significantly different from Max-PGI and Max-EGI.
Theorem 4. There is no polynomial time approximation algorithm for Min-PGI
with any multiplicative approximation guarantee unless GI ∈ P.
Theorem 5. Min-PGI does not have a PTAS unless P = NP.
Theorem 6. There is no polynomial time approximation algorithm for Min-EGI
with any multiplicative approximation guarantee unless P = NP.
Finally, we turn our attention to the minimization problems Min-PGIk and
Min-EGIk on bounded color-class graphs. We prove that Min-PGIk is as hard as
the minimization version of Max-2Lin-2, known in literature as the Min-Uncut
problem, and that Min-EGI4 is inapproximable for any constant factor unless
P = NP by reducing the Nearest Codeword Problem (NCP) to it.
Outline of the paper. Our results on maximization problems are in Section 2,
while Section 3 contains our results on the corresponding minimization problems.
Section 4 concludes with some open problems.

2

Maximizing the number of matches

We first observe that computing optimal solutions to Max-PGI is NP-hard via a
reduction from Clique.
Lemma 7. Computing optimal solutions to Max-PGI instances is NP-hard.
Proof. Let (G, k) be an instance of the Clique problem. Define the graphs G1 = G
and G2 = Kk ∪ K n−k , i.e., a k-clique and n − k isolated vertices. Let πopt be
a bijection that achieves the optimum value
instance. Then G
 for this Max-PGI

has a k-clique if and only if mp(πopt ) = n2 − kEG k + k2 .
t
u
Next we give a general method for combining an additive error approximation algorithm for Max-PGI with a simple averaging approximation algorithm to
design an α-approximation algorithm for Max-PGI for any constant α < 1.
Lemma 8. Suppose A is an algorithm such that for any ε > 0, given a Max-PGI
instance in form of two n-vertex graphs G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ),
computes a bijection π : V1 → V2 such that mp(π) ≥ OPT − εn2 in time T (n, ε).
Then there is an algorithm that computes for each α < 1 an α-approximate
solution for any Max-PGI instance (G1 , G2 ) in time O(T (n, (1 − α)2 /9) + n3 ).
4

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume V1 = V2 = [n]. We denote the
number of edges in Gi by ti and the number of non-edges by ti . Notice that the
optimum for Max-PGI satisfies OPT ≤ t1 + t2 . Let π : [n] → [n] be a permutation
chosen uniformly at random. Then, an easy calculation shows that the expected
number s of matched pairs is
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It is not hard to see that one can deterministically compute a permutation σ
such that mp(σ) ≥ s; we defer this detail to the end of the proof. We now
show how this algorithm can be combined with the additive error approximation
algorithm A for Max-PGI to obtain an α-approximation algorithm for Max-PGI.
The combined algorithm distinguishes two cases based on the number of edges
and non-edges in G1 and G2 , respectively.

Case 1 (min{t1 , t2 } ≤ (1 − α) n2 /2): In this case we compute a permutation σ
with mp(σ) ≥ s. Since
 

n
/2,
t1 t2 = max{t1 , t2 } min{t1 , t2 } ≤ t1 + t2 (1 − α)
2
it follows that
 

n
≥ α t1 + t2 ≥ αOPT.
2

Case 2 (min{t1 , t2 } > (1 − α) n2 /2): In this case we use algorithm A with
ε = (1 − α)2 /9 to obtain
a permutation π with mp(π) ≥ OPT
− εn2 . Since


n
n
n
t1 + t2 + t̄1 + t2 = 2 2 , either
 t1 + t2 ≤ 2 or t̄1 + t2 ≤ 2 . Without loss of
we interchange G1 and G2 ), implying
generality assume t1 + t2 ≤ n2 (otherwise

that either t1 ≤ n2 /2 or t2 ≤ n2 /2. Further, since
 the expected value of mp(π)
when π is picked at random is t1 + t2 − 2t1 t2 / n2 , it follows that for sufficiently
large n,
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Hence, mp(π) ≥ OPT − εn2 ≥ αOPT.
It remains to show how a permutation which achieves at least the expected
number s of matched pairs can be computed deterministically. Suppose that
σ : [i] → [n] is a partial permutation. Let π : [n] → [n] be a random permutation
that extends σ, i.e., π(j) = σ(j) for j ∈ [i]. Let s(σ) denote the expected number
of matched pairs over random permutations π that extend σ. It is easy to see
that we can compute s(σ) in polynomial time. We do this by counting the pairs
in three parts: (a) pairs with both end points in [i], (b) pairs with both end
points in [n] \ [i], and (c) pairs with one end point in [i] and the other in [n] \ [i].
Matched pairs of type (a) depend only on σ and can be counted straightaway.
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The expected number of matched pairs of type (b) is computed exactly as s above
(since π restricted on [n] \ [i] is random). The expected number of matched pairs
P
n n
+(n−i−nj )(n−i−nσ(j) )
of type (c) is given by j∈[i] j σ(j)
, where nj is the number
n−i
of neighbors of j in the graph G1 contained in [n] \ [i] and nσ(j) is the number
of neighbors of σ(j) in the graph G2 contained in [n] \ {σ(l) | l ∈ [i]}. The entire
computation of s(σ) takes O(n2 ) time.
Now, for k ∈ [n] \ {σ(l) | l ∈ [i]}, let σk : [i + 1] → [n] denote the extension
of σ by setting σ(i + 1) = k. Since a random extension π of σ can map i + 1
uniformly to any k ∈ [n] \ {σ(l) | l ∈ [i]} it follows that
s(σ) =

1 X
s(σk ),
n−i
k

where the summation is over all k ∈ [n] \ {σ(l) | l ∈ [i]}.
Furthermore, each s(σk ) is efficiently computable, as explained above. Reusing
partial computations, we can find k such that s(σk ) ≥ s(σ) in time O(n2 ).
Continuing thus, when we fix the permutation on all of [n] we obtain a σ
with mp(σ) ≥ s in O(n3 ) time.
t
u
Note that any polynomial time additive ε-error algorithm for Max-PGI, i.e., an
algorithm running in time npoly(1/ε) with an additive error ≤ εn2 , gives a polynomial time α-approximation algorithm for Max-PGI running in time npoly(1/(1−α)) .
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we formulate Max-PGI as an instance of a
quadratic optimization problem called the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP
for short) as was done in [2] and use an additive error approximation algorithm
for the Quadratic Assignment Problem due to Arora, Frieze and Kaplan [2].
Given {cijkl }1≤i,j,k,l≤n , the Quadratic Assignment Problem
P is to find an n×n
permutation matrix x = (xij ) that maximizes val(x) = i,j,k,l cijkl xij xkl . An
instance of Max-PGI consisting of graphs G1 = ([n], E1 ) and G2 = ([n], E2 ) can
be naturally expressed as a QAP instance by setting
(
1 if (i, k) ∈ E1 and (j, l) ∈ E2 or (i, k) ∈
/ E1 and (j, l) ∈
/ E2
cijkl =
0 otherwise.
This ensures that val(x) = mp(πx ) for all permutation matrices x with corresponding permutation πx ; in particular, the optimum solutions of the Max-PGI
and QAP instances achieve the same value.
There is no polynomial time α-approximation algorithm for QAP for any
α < 1 unless P = NP [2]. Arora, Frieze and Kaplan in [2] give a general quasipolynomial time algorithm for QAP with an additive error. Formally, they prove
the following theorem.
Theorem 9 ([2]). There is an algorithm that, given an instance of QAP where
each of the cijkl is bounded in absolute value by a constant c and given an ε, finds
an assignment to xij such that val(x) ≥ val(x∗ )−εn2 where x∗ is the assignment
2
2
which attains the optimum. The algorithm runs in time nO(c log n/ε ) .
6

Thus for the Max-PGI problem, using Theorem 9 we can find a permuta2
tion π such that mp(π) ≥ OPT − εn2 in time nO(log n/ε ) . Combining this with
Lemma 8, we get an α-approximation algorithm for Max-PGI running in time
4
nO(log n/(1−α) ) and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.
In contrast to the quasi-polynomial time approximation scheme for Max-PGI,
we now show that Max-EGI is likely to be ( 12 + ε)-hard to approximate. To this
end, define the Maximum Graph Homomorphism problem (MGH) first studied
in [17]. Given two graphs G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ), MGH asks for a
mapping φ : V1 → V2 such that k{(u, v) ∈ E1 | (φ(u), φ(v)) ∈ E2 }k is maximized.
Langberg et al. [17] proved that MGH is hard to approximate beyond a factor
of 1/2 + ε under a certain average case assumption. To prove Theorem 2, we give
a factor-preserving reduction from MGH to Max-EGI.
Lemma 10. There is a polynomial time algorithm that for a given MGH instance I, constructs a Max-EGI instance I 0 with OPT(I) = OPT(I 0 ).
Proof. Given an MGH instance I = (G1 , G2 ), we construct the Max-EGI instance
I 0 = (G01 , G02 ) as follows. The graphs G01 and G02 both have vertex set V1 × V2 .
For each edge (u1 , v1 ) in the graph G1 , we put a single edge between the vertices
(u1 , w2 ) and (v1 , w2 ) in E10 , where w2 is an arbitrary but fixed vertex in V2 , and
for each edge (u2 , v2 ) in the graph G2 , we put all kV1 k2 edges between V1 × {u2 }
and V1 × {v2 } in E20 . It suffices to prove the following claim.

Claim. There is a mapping φ : V1 → V2 such that (u, v) ∈ E1 | (φ(u), φ(v)) ∈
E2 = k if and only if there is a permutation π : V1 × V2 → V1 × V2 such that
k{(u, v) ∈ E10 | (π(u), π(v)) ∈ E20 }k = k.
Given the mapping φ, we construct the permutation π as follows: For each
u1 ∈ V1 , π maps the vertex (u1 , w2 ) of G01 to the vertex (u1 , φ(u1 )) in G02 .
The remaining kV1 k · kV2 k − kV1 k vertices of G01 are mapped arbitrarily.
Then each edge (u1 , v1 ) ∈ E1 is satisfied by φ if and only if the corresponding
edge between (u1 , w2 ) and (v1 , w2 ) in E10 is satisfied by π. This follows from the
fact that (φ(u1 ), φ(v1 )) ∈ E2 if and only there is an edge between (u1 , φ(u1 ))
and (v1 , φ(v1 )) in E20 .
Similarly, given a permutation π between G01 and G02 , we can obtain a
mapping φ : V1 → V2 achieving the same number of matched edges by letting
φ(u1 ) = v2 , where v2 is the second component of the vertex π(u1 , w2 ).
t
u
Unlike in the case of Max-PGI, we observe that there cannot be constant factor
approximation algorithms for Max-PGIk for all constants. This is in interesting
contrast to the fact that GI for graphs with bounded color-class size is in P. We
now prove the hardness of approximating Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk for any k ≥ 2.
We prove the hardness by exhibiting a factor-preserving reduction from
Max-2Lin-2, which is hard to 
approximate above a guarantee of 0.94 unless
P = NP [13]. Given a set E ⊆ xi + xj = b | i, j ∈ [n], b ∈ {0, 1} of m equations over F2 , the problem Max-2Lin-2 is to find an assignment to the variables
x1 , . . . , xn that maximizes the number of equations satisfied.
The following lemma proves the factor-preserving reduction from Max-2Lin-2
to Max-PGIk . The proof for Max-EGIk is similar.
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Lemma 11. For any k ≥ 2, there is a polynomial time algorithm that for
a given Max-2Lin-2 instance I constructs a Max-PGI2k instance I 0 such that
OPT(I 0 ) = (2k)2 OPT(I).

Proof sketch. Let E ⊆ xi + xj = b | i, j ∈ [n], b ∈ {0, 1} be the equations of I.
As a first step, if there is a pair of equations xi + xj = 1 and xi + xj = 0 in E,
remove both these equations and add a new equation yi + yj = 1 on two new
variables yi and yj . Let E 0 be the new set of equations obtained. Notice that
OPT(E) = OPT(E 0 ). We now describe the construction of the instance I 0 of
Max-PGI2k . For each variable xi , put two sets of vertices Vi0 and Vi1 with k vertices each of color i. Let xl + xm = b be an equation in E 0 . In the graph G1 , add
a complete bipartite graph between Vl0 and Vm0 and another complete bipartite
graph between Vl1 and Vm1 . Similarly, add the complete bipartite graph between
Vl0 and Vmb and between Vl1 and Vm1⊕b in G2 . If there is no equation in E 0 connecting the variables xl and xm , add a complete bipartite graph between the
color classes l and m in G1 and the empty graph between l and m in G2 . Similarly, make all color classes cliques in G1 and independent sets in G2 . The idea is
that assigning xi 7→ 0 corresponds to mapping Vi0 and Vi1 to themselves, respectively, while assigning xi 7→ 1 corresponds to mapping Vi0 to Vi1 and vice versa.
Because of space constraints, we omit the proof that this construction works; it
can be found in [3].
t
u
This construction still works if we replace mp(π) with me(π), as for all equations xi + xj = b in E, exactly half of the possible edges between color classes
i and j are present. It follows that there is a factor-preserving reduction from
Max-2Lin-2 to Max-EGI2k .
Lemma 12. For any k ≥ 2, there is a polynomial time algorithm that for
a given Max-2Lin-2 instance I constructs a Max-EGI2k instance I 0 such that
OPT(I 0 ) = 2k 2 OPT(I).
Since there is no α-approximation algorithm for Max-2Lin-2 for α > 0.94
unless P = NP [13], Lemmas 11 and 12 complete the proof of Theorem 3 that
there is no α-approximation algorithm for Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk for α > 0.94
unless P = NP.
It is easy to see that for each constant k > 0, both Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk
are subproblems of the generalized Max-2CSP(q), where q depends on k. Thus,
both Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk have constant factor approximation algorithms
by virtue of the semidefinite programming based approximation algorithm for
Max-2CSP(q) [12]. The following lemma shows the reduction of Max-EGI2 to
Max-2CSP(2). The reduction from Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk to Max-2CSP(q) is
similar.
Lemma 13. There is a polynomial time algorithm that for two given vertexcolored graphs G1 and G2 where each color class has size at most 2, outputs a
Max-2CSP(2) instance F = {f1 , . . . , fm } where m = kE(G1 )k and fi : {0, 1}2 →
{0, 1} such that there is a color-preserving bijection π : V (G1 ) → V (G2 ) with
me(π) = k, if and only if there is an assignment which satisfies k constraints
in F.
8

Proof. For each color class Ci , we assign a variable xi . For an edge e from Ci to Cj
in G1 , construct the function fe : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1} over the variables xi and xj
as follows. Any Boolean assignment to the variables can be looked upon as a
permutation: If xi 7→ 0, then we have the identity permutation on Ci , otherwise
the permutation swaps the vertices of Ci . The value fe on that particular assignment is 1 if the permutation that it corresponds to sends the edge e to an
edge in G2 . Hence there is an assignment that satisfies k constraints if and only
if there is a permutation π with me(π) = k.
t
u
As the problem of Max-2CSP(2) has an approximation algorithm with a guarantee of 0.874 [18], this implies an approximation algorithm for Max-EGI2 with
the same guarantee and since Max-2Lin-2 is hard to approximate beyond 0.878
under UGC [16], we have almost matching upper and lower bounds for Max-EGI2
under UGC.

3

Minimizing the number of mismatches

We first consider the problems Min-PGI and Min-EGI, where the objective is to
minimize the number of mismatched pairs and edges, respectively.
Theorem 4. There is no polynomial time approximation algorithm for Min-PGI
with any multiplicative approximation guarantee unless GI ∈ P.
Proof. Assume that there is a polynomial time α-approximation algorithm A
for Min-PGI. If the two input graphs G1 and G2 are isomorphic, then there
is a bijection π : V1 → V2 such that mp(π) = 0, and if G1 and G2 are not
isomorphic, then mp(π) > 0 for all π. Thus, it immediately follows that G1 and
G2 are isomorphic, if and only if A outputs a bijection σ : V (G1 ) → V (G2 ) with
mp(σ) = 0 (i.e., an isomorphism).
t
u
In order to show that it is unlikely that Min-PGI has a polynomial time approximation scheme, we give a gap-preserving reduction from the Vertex-disjoint
Triangle Packing problem (VTP) defined as follows: Given a graph G find the
maximum number of vertex-disjoint triangles that can be packed into G. We
look at the corresponding gap version of the VTP problem.
Gap-VTPα,β : Given a graph G and α > β,
1. Answer YES, if at least αn/3 triangles can be packed into G.
2. Answer NO, if at most βn/3 triangles can be packed into G.
It is known that VTP does not have an algorithm which when given a graph
and parameter α as input, computes a vertex-disjoint triangle packing of size at
least αOPT in time O(npoly(1/(1−α)) ) unless P = NP [7]. It is also known that
for a fixed value of β < 1, Gap-VTP1,β is NP-hard on graphs where each vertex
is either degree 4 or 6 [11,22], and a small gadget shows that this also holds for
6-uniform graphs.
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Lemma 14. Given a Gap-VTPα,β instance I (a 6-uniform graph on n vertices),
in polynomial time we can find a Min-PGI instance I 0 such that
αn
⇒ OPT(I 0 ) ≤ 2n(2 − α)
3
βn
2n
OPT(I) ≤
⇒ OPT(I 0 ) ≥
(4 − β)
3
3

OPT(I) ≥

The proof of this lemma is omitted here because of space constraints; it
can be found in [3]. This reduction together with the hardness of VTP proves
Theorem 5. Next we prove Theorem 6.
Theorem 6. There is no polynomial time approximation algorithm for Min-EGI
with any multiplicative approximation guarantee unless P = NP.
Proof. The theorem follows from the following reduction from the Clique problem. Given an instance (G, k) of Clique, we construct the instance of Min-EGI as
follows. G1 consists of a k-clique and n − k independent vertices, and G2 := G.
(G, k) ∈ Clique if and only if there exists a π such that in the Min-EGI problem
me(π) = 0. Hence any polynomial time approximation algorithm with a multiplicative guarantee for Min-EGI gives a polynomial time algorithm for Clique. t
u

The input for the Min-Uncut problem is a set E ⊆ xi + xj = 1 | i, j ∈ [n]
of m equations. The objective is to minimize the number of equations that
must be removed from the set E so that there is an assignment to the variables
that satisfy all the equations. This problem is known to be MaxSNP-hard [14],
and assuming the Unique Games Conjecture, hard to approximate within any
constant factor [15]. The following lemma shows that Min-PGIk is as hard as the
Min-Uncut problem.
Lemma 15. Let I be an instance of Min-Uncut and let k be a positive integer.
There is a polynomial time algorithm that constructs an instance I 0 of Min-PGI2k
such that OPT(I 0 ) = (2k)2 OPT(I).
The
 proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 11. Given a set
E ⊆ xi + xj = 1 | i, j ∈ [n] of equations over F2 , we construct an instance I 0
of Min-PGI2k exactly as described in the proof of Lemma 11. If the minimum
number of equations that have to be deleted from E to make the rest satisfiable
is at most t, then there is an assignment such that at most t equations in E are
not satisfied. This implies that there is a permutation π such that the only edges
that are mapped to non-edges and vice-versa are from at most t pairs of color
classes.
Finally we show that Min-EGI4 is hard to approximate.
Theorem 16. For any constant α > 1, there is no α-approximation algorithm
for Min-EGI4 unless P = NP.
An instance of NCP consists of a subspace S of Fn2 given as a set of basis
vectors B = {s1 , . . . , sk } and a vector v ∈ Fn2 . The objective is to find a vector
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u ∈ S which minimizes the hamming weight wt(u + v), i.e., the number of bits
where u and v differ. It is NP-hard to approximate NCP within any constant
factor [1]. The following lemma gives a reduction that transfers this hardness
to Min-EGI4 .
Lemma 17. There is a polynomial time algorithm that for a given NCP instance I, constructs a Min-EGI4 instance I 0 with OPT(I 0 ) = OPT(I).
The idea of the proof is to construct two graphs G1 and G2 such that any
vector from the given subspace S that is equal to v in all but k positions, can
be converted into a color-preserving bijection from V (G1 ) to V (G2 ) that maps
all but k edges to edges, and vice versa. A detailed proof is given in [3].

4

Conclusion

Although GI expressed as an optimization problem was mentioned in [2], as far
as we know this is the first time that the complexity of the other three variants
of this optimization problem has been studied. Considering the upper and lower
complexity bounds that we have proved in this paper, the following questions
seem particularly interesting.
In Theorem 1 we describe an α-approximation algorithm for Max-PGI that
runs in quasi-polynomial time. Does Max-PGI also have a polynomial time approximation scheme? Theorem 2 shows that it is unlikely that Max-EGI has an
( 12 + ε)-approximation algorithm. Does Max-EGI have a constant factor approximation algorithm? We can use the Quadratic Assignment Problem to get an
additive error algorithm for it which runs in quasi-polynomial time but we do
not know whether this algorithm can be used to get a constant factor approximation algorithm for Max-EGI (as was possible for Max-PGI). In the case of
vertex-colored graphs, even though we can rule out the existence of a PTAS
for Max-PGIk and Max-EGIk , it remains open whether these problems have efficient approximation algorithms providing a good constant factor approximation
guarantee.
Acknowledgement. We thank the anonymous referees for their suggestions to
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